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Great Opportunity but Tremendous Urgency
During our past term, we
saw great strides made in
ministry among the Maya.
While we’re thankful for what
has been accomplished,
we’re even more excited
about the future now that
we see some key pieces
falling into place regarding
our vision of filling the
Yucatan with churches.
Partnering with then
missions director, Felipe
Sabido, we understood that
carrying this vision to its
fulfillment would require
specialized training. To that
end, we put in place a
curriculum prior to our
departure from the field.
What had escaped us,
however, was a means by
which our students could be
awarded Bible school credit
toward their credentialing

Halfway There…
A half is in the bag, but
there’s still much more to
be done! I ran a simulated
half marathon last month as a
huge step toward the 26.2
mile race that I’m running to
return us to the field ASAP,
but much more work remains.

Relate
Itineration may be in full swing, but
that doesn’t mean that life stands still
for our dynamic threesome. School
has been in session since August
14th, with Rebekah in 10th grade,
Joseph in 8th and Jonathan in 6th,
all in Willard Schools. Go Tigers!

Standing with our partners (from left to right)
Felipe Sabido and Leonardo May

process. That enigma was
solved last month as Felipe
was named Bible school
director for the next four years.
We now see the potential to
accelerate our start-up phase.
Still, this positive
development has had
consequences. Felipe’s
movement leaves behind a
missions department with a
lack of experienced leadership.

Leonardo May, the present
director is capable but has only
one year in the department.
We hope that you can
appreciate, then, the sense
of excitement, as we look
forward to these opportunities but, at the same
time, urgency to return and
support those who are at the
vanguard of bringing this
vision to fruition.

That includes running a few
more 20 mile training runs
and gaining your support. If
you’re still sitting on the
sidelines, follow the link to
help us make this marathon
our most successful ever!
More @ http://bit.ly/1AZjfv1
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First day of school

Connect
We still have spots available to
connect with your church, but time
is running
out! Scan the
QR code or hit
the link to
schedule with
us today:
http://bit.ly/TbmLBB
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